Croy, Russell J

From: H <hrod17@clintonemail.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 5:40 AM  
To: Burns, William J; Jeffrey Feltman; Jake Sullivan; Kurt Campbell; Cheryl Mills; Huma Abadin  
Subject: South Korea Hails Operations at Reactors Over Stolen Certificates - NYTimes.com

Follow Up Flags: Follow up Flagged
Flag Status: Classified by Acting Co-director, A/IG/APS, DoS on 05/25/2016 - Class: CONFIDENTIAL - Reason: 1.4(B), 1.4(D) - Declassify on: 05/28/2023

Remember how after US signed 123 deal w UAE and we were in Abu Dhabi and

And, besides this article gave me the excuse to call Deputy Burns how much we all miss him!
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